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As construction prices climb, development land
bids fall: Knight Frank
August 11, 2016

London development

By FORREST CARDAMENIS

After a period of strong growth, development land prices in London have returned to 2014 levels, according to a
report by Knight Frank.

Prime Central London, urban Brownfield and English Greenfield land have all seen prices decrease in the secondquarter of 2016. T he impact of stamp duty is making itself clearly visible, as higher-priced areas are seeing skeptical
buyers refuse to meet high demands and drive prices down.
"We are seeing a softening in the market, but the problem is [the market] has a huge problem with supply," said Ian
Marris, joint head of residential development at Knight Frank. "For a number of years we’ve been under-providing in
terms of housing stock, and we don’t see that structural problem changing in the short term."
Under construction
Greenfield developments fell 2.3 percent from April 1 to June 30, bringing the 12-month decrease to 3.8 percent.
Brownfield developments also fell, with the 1.1 percent decrease potentially signaling a reverse of the 9.1 percent
growth over the last year.
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In Central London, contraction is even more notable. Prices fell for the third consecutive quarter, this time by 6.9
percent, to bring average annual values down 9.4 percent.
T he slowdown is attributable to recent stamp duty laws demanding an extra 3 percent on high-priced homes and on
the high cost of construction. With construction costs in London increasing, buyers are reticent to make higher bids,
knowing that expenses will continue to flare in the development stages.
After plummeting during the recession, construction costs returned to baseline levels in 2010 but after climbing
through 2013, they are now more than 50 percent more expensive with no sign of reversing. With such costs
remaining high, bidders are recouping their expenses in the form of discounted land.
Developers did not report a slowdown in the days and weeks leading to the European Union referendum, as a
supply-and-demand imbalance continues to encourage business.
Further from the city center as prices decrease, the burden of stamp duty also lessens, which mitigates price
decreases in those areas.
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London has been fighting off supply problems for years, with the issue recently catching up. T hat structural problem
is unlikely to change in the short term, though Brexit may lead developers to make impactful changes.
Knight Frank has also observed pricing taking place based on a comparative generic basis rather than on a case-bycase basis. T he result has been consistent pricing for higher quality with prices slipping when the same standards
are not met.
T hese patterns suggest a market in the process of finding a new equilibrium after a period of prolonged growth and
a series of political and economic changes, from Brexit to the high taxes that the current government is

implementing.
Past its prime?
Even as prices fall, value-minded consumers are flocking to the country, where the relative burdens of stamp duty
and the price per square foot of land are both smaller.
Prime Central London real estate prices are falling, but buyers are still looking to the country, according to a report
from T he Buying Solution, Knight Frank’s independent buying consultancy.
"T he Buying Solution Insight Report" shows growth has declined from 8.1 percent to -0.6 percent in the two years to
June 2016, with sellers reducing prices by 10 percent or more to counter transaction costs, including recent stamp
duty implementations. Nevertheless, value-minded consumers are diverging from the city center to find larger
homes for lower prices (see story).
A volatile economy and the increasing prospect of doing business of all kinds digitally are suppressing commercial
real estate. With this development having no realistic chance of reversing any time soon, the value of land as a
whole might decrease.
Commercial real estate values have already peaked in New York, according to the majority of professionals
surveyed for Marks Paneth’s Gotham Commercial Real Estate Monitor.
In just three months, the share of executives expecting values to rise has dropped from 43 percent to 31 percent, with
nearly a fifth predicting a downturn in prices. T he economy, new laws and even the growth of digital shopping all
could play a role in future drops in New York commercial real estate (see story).
"I think the implications of the taxation regimes of the current government, and particularly the stamp duty, had a
more profound effect than Brexit at the moment," Mr. Marris said. "T he problem we have with Brexit right now is
nobody really understands its implications.
"We don’t really know what it means," he said. "It undoubtedly means the U.K. will come out of the E.U., but whatever
impact it has on markets is the question mark. And that’s the main issue, as to what impact it will have and what the
financial services will be."
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